
In 1838, the Danish Government officially granted A.H. Riise an exclusive right to produce alcohol on the island of St. Thomas  
in the former Danish–West Indies, (now U.S. Virgin Island).

TASTING NOTES

color Deep gold

aroma Hay, vanilla, flowers in the meadow and butter caramel

taste
Lemon drops, vanilla and fragrant notes from the sweet  
wine casks combined into a memorable union

aftertaste Rich and creamy with notes of ripe fruits gradually toning out

AA
s it stands, shining like golden amber, the bot-s it stands, shining like golden amber, the bot-
tle hardly requires naming or presentation. tle hardly requires naming or presentation. 
The warm glow arises from careful aging fol-The warm glow arises from careful aging fol-
lowed by a precise and targeted blending.lowed by a precise and targeted blending.

AA.H. Riise XO “Ambre d’Or Reserve”.H. Riise XO “Ambre d’Or Reserve” is a subtle and  is a subtle and 
luxurious development of the well-known and popular luxurious development of the well-known and popular 
““A.H. Riise XO Reserve Sauternes CaskA.H. Riise XO Reserve Sauternes Cask”. It is an ”. It is an 
exclusive spirit drink blended from premium matured exclusive spirit drink blended from premium matured 
rum carefully selected from Central America and the rum carefully selected from Central America and the 
West Indies. The precious drops receive their charac-West Indies. The precious drops receive their charac-
teristic sweet fullness from time spend in selected old teristic sweet fullness from time spend in selected old 
casks formerly used for beautiful sweet white wine. casks formerly used for beautiful sweet white wine. 

A.H. Riise XO “Ambre d’Or Reserve”A.H. Riise XO “Ambre d’Or Reserve” almost appear  almost appear 
flirtatious with its golden color and a vinous nose of flirtatious with its golden color and a vinous nose of 
ripe fruits. The spirit voluptuously unfolds its many ripe fruits. The spirit voluptuously unfolds its many 
layers and compellingly invites you to take a more in-layers and compellingly invites you to take a more in-
timate look.timate look.

As you pour the drink, the glass is virtually set aflame. As you pour the drink, the glass is virtually set aflame. 
Raise the glass towards the light and let your eyes feast Raise the glass towards the light and let your eyes feast 
on the life-like hues of the spirit, not unlike the experi-on the life-like hues of the spirit, not unlike the experi-
ence of a real amber lump with a story to tell. The scent ence of a real amber lump with a story to tell. The scent 
is seductive with ripe fruit, old leather and a delicate is seductive with ripe fruit, old leather and a delicate 
vinous aroma from noble grapes.vinous aroma from noble grapes.
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